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This a delightful book that describes the changing post-war world as Afro-Asian nationalism, Latin American revolutionaries, and superpower neo-imperialism displaced waning European imperial power. Michael Burleigh ends his account in 1965, as US regular troops arrived in Vietnam, his description of the complications and madness of the unfolding war there as the French left Indochina and the Americans arrived is especially poignant. While the book is aimed at the general reader, the detail and the description of the follies of world leaders – all told with a sharp, dry, informed wit – will excite specialists. It is a series of vignettes, discrete impressionistic chapters that are easily read in one sitting, while also pulling together into a cohesive narrative to tell the story of how the modern world we live in was made in a series of crises in the twenty years after 1945. While Burleigh presents no radical new thesis, he weaves together various historical strands and makes the point that the years just after the Second World War established the political framework of the contemporary world, linking together military campaigns, and making useful connections between the attempt, say, to topple Nasser and the one to remove Castro. Burleigh relates events then to the war on terror now, remarking apropos the Mau Mau insurgency in Kenya in the 1950s (p. 380) how ‘In yet another precursor of events in Afghanistan in the twenty-first century, the pervasive violence served as cover for both sides to settle personal scores.’ Notwithstanding the changes wrought on the world after 1989 and 2001, Burleigh’s point is that the start of the Vietnam War in 1965 fixed the widespread perception that America was just another European-style imperial power, if one that was (p. 10) ‘infinitely more successful.’

There are wonderful anecdotes on, say, the evolution of Graham Greene’s 1955 novel on the Vietnam War, The Quiet American, into a Hollywood film in 1958, with the Americans under their operative (Major-General) Edward Lansdale keenly aware of the need to win the cultural war with communism as much as the one on the battlefield. Lansdale muted Greene’s decidedly anti-American book, helping to cast the decorated American war veteran film star Audie Murphy as the supposedly naïve and dangerous American Alden Pyle and Michael Redgrave as the Englishman Thomas Fowler (p. 251), ‘like a maiden aunt in drag.’ Greene was furious; Lansdale had won. Lansdale also led the successful US-supported war against ‘Huk’ insurgents in the Philippines, his background in advertising helping him to manage the media back home and the campaign in the field, including a clever psychological war against guerrillas. Similarly, French army officers from Vietnam appear again in Algeria, although with less success than Lansdale, and then in mercenary forces in the Congo in the 1960s, all part of the same long war against decolonisation. Burleigh’s unpacking of the terrible imbroglio in the Congo in the early 1960s when the Belgians left the colony is especially lucid, commenting (p. 397) how when UN troops met Congolese troops, the latter inquired: ‘L’ONU? C’est quelle tribu?’ (‘The UN? What tribe is that?’)


There was change and difference as well as continuity in events. The British counter-insurgency in Malaysia in the 1950s was not the same as the American one in the 1960s in Vietnam – the texture was different, enabling the British to win in Malaya, after which they helped to establish a pro-Western government, as happened in Kenya after the defeat of the Mau Mau rebellion where independence favoured anti-rebel loyalist Kenyans. Nor was the British end of empire the same as, say, France’s, there being no die-hard Ultras among the British Army colonels who retired to their Daily Telegraphs in Royal Tunbridge Wells to match the French ones of the Legion and paras who threatened a coup in France in the early 1960s at the end of the agony of the French pull-out from Algeria. There were empire ‘kith and kin’ loyalists in the UK in the 1950s and 1960s but they never troubled the government as the pieds noirs did with Charles De Gaulle in France. That said, Burleigh makes the valid point (p. 412) that: ‘In the 1950s and 1960s empire was as divisive and poisonous for the Conservatives as Europe would be from the 1980s onwards.’

Burleigh criticises Left and Right alike, showing the hypocrisy and cant on both sides, and he is especially scathing on supposed idealists such as John F. Kennedy (p. 443), someone ‘who remains the benchmark aspired by all who use style to obscure their lack of substance.’ It will be interesting to see if Burleigh chooses to write a second volume to take the reader through the period after 1965, and if he does what connections will be made to link the wars then with the conflicts being fought today by powers such as the USA.
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